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Diversity policy applied in the Techcroud Group 

 

 

The company makes every effort to ensure balanced share of women and men in performing 

functions of management and supervisory boards’ members in companies. Compliant with 

Working Rules for employees in Techcroud, employer is obliged to: „counteract discrimination 

in employment, in particular in relation to gender, age, disability, race, religion, nationality, 

political beliefs, union affiliation, ethnic origin, creed, sexual orientation.” Moreover, employees 

in Techcroud „should be treated equally within the scope of beginning and terminating work, 

employment conditions, promotion and trainings availability in order to improve professional 

qualification, in particular regardless of gender, age, disability, race, religion, nationality, 

political beliefs, union affiliation, ethnic origin, creed, sexual orientation, and regardless whether 

employed definite or indefinite time, full-time or part-time.” Techcroud policy does not create 

any barriers in relation to gender, views, sexual orientation, ethnic or race origin within the 

scope of employing and personal policy. It does not contribute to direct or indirect 

discrimination due to gender, age, disability, race, religion, nationality, politic beliefs, union 

affiliation, ethnic origin, creed and sexual orientation.  
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